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June 22, 2016 
 
 
 
 
Re: Express Wells Database – June 2016 Release 
  
 
 
Dear Express Data Client, 
 
 
The June 2016 build of MDR-Expo - our PPDM 3.7.1 version of the Express wells database is now 
available on the Express Hub in Oracle format and in SQL Server 2008 format as a 3 DVD set. 
 
We have corrected numerous issues in this release.  Here is a short list of some of the corrections 
and enhancements that have been applied since the last release: 
 

1. Formation tops in STRAT_WELL_SECTION – Ensured that “Base of” formations are named 
correctly and uniquely for Saskatchewan wells.  Previously these may have shown up as 
duplicates. 
 

2. Saskatchewan Reserves – The latest available SK Oil and Gas reserves data are now 
loaded and available.  The latest SK released reserves data are from 2014. 
 

3. SAMPLE_WATER_ANALYSIS - Over 2,300 water analysis records for Alberta were added 
this month bringing the total to 101,045.   
 

4. POOL_ALIAS -  Added Pool Alias reason types and alias types for new pool aliases –  
 
 

REASON_TYPE ALIAS_TYPE  

ACTIVE MFP_MEMBER  

MERGED CMNGLD_MEMBER 

POOL_STRAT CMNGLD_MFP  

POOL_RECONCILIATION ACTIVE  

 MERGED  

 POOL_STRAT  

 CMNGLD_POOL  
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5. Populated SELECTED_OBS_NO in WELL_NODE table to match NODE_OBS_NO in 
WELL_NODE_VERSION table.  Also insured that PREFERRED_IND is populated correctly 
in the WELL_NODE_VERSION table. 
 

6. Added index to WELL_LICENSE.LICENSE_ID column to help speed up queries on this table. 
 

7. Correct cases where some Manitoba wells were missing final drill date 
 

8. Ensured that POOL_ID’s in the WELL table for Oil Sands Deposit Wells match the Alberta Oil 
Sands Areas and Deposits (OSDs) in the PDEN tables.  For example, field ERCBA010 is 
Oils Sands Area Cold Lake and pool 0275000 is the Lower Grand Rapids OSD 
 

9. Insured that PDEN_VOL_BY_MONTH.PRODUCT_TYPE is consistently set to ‘HOURS’ for 
injection wells in all provinces.  Previously, SK injection wells had this value set to 
‘INJ_HOURS’ for injection wells and ‘HOURS’ for producing wells. 
 

10. Corrected cases in RESENT_GAS_ANAL_DETAIL where critical temperature was reported 
incorrectly due to inconsistent use of units of measure. 
 

 
We continue to receive valuable feedback from customers regarding issues/enhancements 
with our new Express well database and we thank you for that.   
 
As always, if you do have any questions/concerns regarding any of the above, or any other issue, please 
feel free to contact myself or Karen Nunns.  We thank you for your ongoing support and business. 
 
Thank you 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
Peter Ciavarella 
Managing Director, CWD Inc. 


